36" OUTDOOR GRIDDLE

- 4 independently controlled burners with low to high temperature settings
- Long life Stainless Steel tube burners
- Maximum heat output of 60,000 BTUs; 15,000 per burner
- 1-AA (not included) electric push button igniter
- 6 gauge, thick rolled steel surface for excellent heat retention
- Handy fold & go design makes the griddle useful for many events & occasions
- Four industrial strength, caster wheels (two are lockable)
- Large 720 square inch cooking surface makes the griddle ideal when preparing food for large groups of people

- Pre-seasoned griddle for a non-rust finish
- 2" high side to help keep food on the griddle
- Griddle top removes easily
- Large grease can and hanger included
- Fasteners to hang propane tank to appliance

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

36" SURROUND TABLE
36" ACCESSORY GRILL BOX
& 36" GRIDDLE TOP CARRY CASE
36" GRIDDLE COVER
GRIDDLE TOOL KIT